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DOCENTE: Prof.ssa CATERINA MARIA GENNA- Lettere A-E
PREREQUISITES Spatio-temporal orientation in the context of the contemporary ages.

LEARNING OUTCOMES Knowledge and understanding:
 - knowledge of main schools of contemporary philosophical thought ; 
- applying knowledge and undestanding; 
- analysis, synthesis and argumentation; 
- critical and connection abilities, referring to the different topics. 
Making judjements: 
-  capacity  to  organizing  data  diachronically,  of  personal  evaluation  and
synchronical  utilization  of  achieved  expertises,  referring  to  sociological,  ethical
and existential fields. 
Communication: 
- Communication of knowledge in an appropriate and clear language. 
Lifelong learning skills: 
-  achieving  of  a  rational  learning  method,  to  continue  studying  autonomously
and consciously.

ASSESSMENT METHODS A written test in progress is foreseen, which will consist of 15 questions (close-
ended or open-ended questions). The test will be aimed at assessing 
acquisitions reached during the first part of the course. The duration of the test 
is 15 minutes. For each correct answer 1 point will be awarded, -1 point for 
wrong answers, 0 points for missed answers. The vote will be expressed in 
thirtieths.
The assessment obtained in the test in progress will average arithmetically with 
the assessment obtained to the oral exam carried out in the session planned at 
the end of the course.
The test in progress will be valid only for the three examination dates during the 
exam session after the end of the course. The students who pass the test in 
progress will not discuss at the exams the topics already faced in the text. The 
students who do not pass or do not take the test in progress at the final exam 
will have to discuss all the topics that are part of the syllabus.

Oral exam will consist in a discussion of the topics of the course. The vote will 
be expressed in thirtieth and may be validated during the official examination 
period. Oral exam aims to assess the acquisition of abilities and knowledge, 
concerning the topics of the course. The candidate will have to answer to at 
least two or three questions posed orally, on all parts of the program, referring to 
recommended texts. Final assessment aims to evaluate whether the student 
has knowledge and understanding of the topics. The pass mark will be reached 
when the student shows knowledge and understanding of the subjects at least 
in general terms; furthermore, the student will also have to show presentation 
and argumentative skills as to allow the transmission of his/her knowledge to the 
examiner. Below this threshold, the examination will be insufficient. The more, 
however, the student will be able to find own connections between the topics of 
the course and be able to go into details on the subject of discipline, the more 
the assessment is positive. The evaluation takes place in thirtieths
The votes will be assigned according to the following criteria:
30-30 and praise
a) in-depth knowledge of the topics with excellent presentation skills
b) full command of language
c) critical analysis skills
27-29
a) excellent knowledge of the topics
b) excellent display ability
c) excellent ability to organize contents
26-23
a) good general knowledge of the topics
b) good language properties
c) good ability to organize content information
22-18
a) sufficient knowledge of the topics
b) essential command of language
3) minimal ability to organize contents

EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES The course aims to achieve the knowledge of the main schools of contemporary 
philosophical thought; to develop reasoning and research abilities and 
expertises, paying particular attention to philosophical speech; to increase 
expression and communication abilities and critical attitude.

TEACHING METHODS Lessons supported by conceptual maps or slides, in order to facilitate the 
comprehension of texts.

SUGGESTED BIBLIOGRAPHY P. Di Giovanni: La storia della filosofia nell'eta' contemporanea, FrancoAngeli, 
Milano, nuova edizione 2020.
P. Di Giovanni: Freud. Lettura filosofica, FrancoAngeli, Milano 2021.



SYLLABUS
Hrs Frontal teaching

2 Hegel's idealism

2 A. Schopenhauer

2 S. Kierkegaard

2 F. Nietzsche

2 Karl Marx

2 French positivism : A. Comte

2 Italian positivism: R. Ardigò

2 The neopositivism: Moore, Russell  e Whitehead

2 L. Wittgenstein: philosophy of language

2 John Dewey

2 Existentialism: J.-P. Sartre

2 The new knowledge

2 S. Freud between psychoanalysis and philosophy

2 Freud: the theme of art and religion

2 Freud Why war?



DOCENTE: Prof.ssa MARIA ANTONIA RANCADORE- Lettere F-N
PREREQUISITES Spatio-temporal orientation in the context of the contemporary ages.

LEARNING OUTCOMES Knowledge and understanding:
 - knowledge of main fields of history of contemporary philosophy with particular
reference to the major currents of philosophical thought;
- applying knowledge and understanding;
- analysis, synthesis and argumentation;
- critical and connection abilities, referring to the different topics.

Making judgments:
-  capacity  to  organizing  data  diachronically,  of  personal  evaluation  and
synchronical  utilization  of  achieved  expertise,  referring  to  sociological,  ethical
and existential fields.

Communication:
- Communication of knowledge in an appropriate and clear language.

Lifelong learning skills:
-  achieving  of  a  rational  learning  method,  to  continue  studying  autonomously
and consciously.

ASSESSMENT METHODS A written test in progress is foreseen, which will consist of 15 questions (close-
ended or open-ended questions). The test will be aimed at assessing 
acquisitions reached during the first part of the course. The duration of the test 
is 15 minutes. For each correct answer 1 point will be awarded, -1 point for 
wrong answers, 0 points for missed answers. The vote will be expressed in 
thirtieths.
The assessment obtained in the test in progress will average arithmetically with 
the assessment obtained to the oral exam carried out in the session planned at 
the end of the course.
The test in progress will be valid only for the three examination dates during the 
exam session after the end of the course. The students who pass the test in 
progress will not discuss at the exams the topics already faced in the text. The 
students who do not pass or do not take the test in progress at the final exam 
will have to discuss all the topics that are part of the syllabus.

Oral exam will consist in a discussion of the topics of the course. The vote will 
be expressed in thirtieths and may be validated during the official examination 
period. Oral exam aims to assess the acquisition of abilities and knowledge, 
concerning the topics of the course. The candidate will have to answer to at 
least two or three questions posed orally, on all parts of the program, referring to 
recommended texts. Final assessment aims to evaluate whether the student 
has knowledge and understanding of the topics. The pass mark will be reached 
when the student shows knowledge and understanding of the subjects at least 
in general terms; furthermore, the student will also have to show presentation 
and argumentative skills as to allow the transmission of his/her knowledge to the 
examiner. Below this threshold, the examination will be insufficient. The more, 
however, the student will be able to find own connections between the topics of 
the course and be able to go into details on the subject of discipline, the more 
the assessment is positive. The evaluation takes place in thirtieths. 
The votes will be assigned according to the following criteria: 
30-30 and praise 
a) in-depth knowledge of the topics with excellent presentation skills 
b) full command of language 
c) critical analysis skills 
27-29 
a) excellent knowledge of the topics 
b) excellent display ability 
c) excellent ability to organize contents 
26-23 
a) good general knowledge of the topics 
b) good language properties 
c) good ability to organize content information 
22-18 
a) sufficient knowledge of the topics 
b) essential command of language 
c) minimal ability to organize contents

EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES The course aims to achieve the knowledge of the main schools of contemporary 
philosophical thought; to develop reasoning and research abilities and expertise, 
paying particular attention to philosophical speech; to increase expression and 
communication abilities and critical attitude.

TEACHING METHODS Lessons supported by conceptual maps or slides, in order to facilitate the 
comprehension of texts.

SUGGESTED BIBLIOGRAPHY - P. Di Giovanni: La storia della filosofia nell'eta' contemporanea, FrancoAngeli, 
Milano, nuova edizione 2020.



- Freud. Lettura filosofica, FrancoAngeli, Milano 2021.

SYLLABUS
Hrs Frontal teaching

2 Hegel's idealism

2 A. Schopenhauer

2 S. Kierkegaard

2 F. Nietzsche

2 K. Marx

2 French positivism : A. Comte

2 Italian positivism: R. Ardigò

2 Neopositivism: Moore, Russell and Whitehead

2 Wittgenstein and the philosophy of language

2 J. Dewey

2 J.-P. Sartre's existentialism

2 The new knowledge

2 S. Freud between psychoanalysis and philosophy

2 Freud: the theme of art and religion

2 Freud: Why war?
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